Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Learning happens in many forms, including learning through self-regulated studies and learning through verbal interactions with a teacher. The latter is especially effective for problem solving \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\] and when students experience negative emotions \[[@CR3]\]. However, interacting with students individually requires a lot of effort from teachers, or sometimes teaching assistants (TAs), especially in large-scale educational settings such as online courses \[[@CR4]\]. Teachers and TAs often face numerous tasks including reviewing the curriculum, teaching, creating and grading assignments and exams, and answering questions in an online course discussion forum. These tasks not only put a heavy burden on teachers and TAs but also result in a slow and insufficient feedback cycle for students.

One solution to this problem is to use automated pedagogical agents driven by artificial intelligence (AI) to scale up teacher effort and interact with many students at the same time \[[@CR5]--[@CR8]\]. For example, using AI-driven *virtual TAs* in online course discussion forums such as Piazza has enjoyed some success \[[@CR9]--[@CR12]\]. However, there are many limitations to current virtual TAs and significant advances in AI must be made before they can become a reality. Below, we outline three major requirements virtual TAs have to satisfy:They have to be *comprehensive* and must decide whether to automatically answer a student question or to defer it to humans. This decision can be made by searching course content (e.g. textbooks, lecture notes, and supplementary materials) \[[@CR13]\] for relevant information and evaluating their confidence in understanding the question and providing a satisfactory answer.They have to be *context-aware* and should decide on the best timing of an automated intervention. For duplicate questions (studied in \[[@CR10]\]) and questions that students can discuss among themselves and resolve, virtual TAs should decide not to intervene since discussions facilitate engagement and peer learning \[[@CR14]\]. For questions where misconceptions are formed among student responses, virtual TAs should decide to intervene immediately to clear up these misconceptions. This decision can be made by analyzing both interactions among students and topics in each discussion forum thread \[[@CR15]\].They have to be *conversational* and should engage in meaningful conversations with students, such as asking a follow-up question when a student question is unclear or offering words of encouragement \[[@CR6]\]. This requirement has been the focus of numerous existing works \[[@CR5]--[@CR8], [@CR16]--[@CR18]\].

Contributions {#Sec2}
-------------

In this paper, we explore the use of automated *question answering* methods in natural language processing to power virtual TAs in online course discussion forums. We focus on the first two requirements outlined above and restrict ourselves to studying frequent and repetitive logistical questions; our goal is to reduce the burden on teachers and TAs by automating the routine part of teacher-student interaction. First, we adopt an open-domain question answering framework \[[@CR19]\] that consists of two steps: *retrieving* relevant documents from a pool of course materials (including the syllabus, lecture slides, announcement emails, and previous discussion forum posts), and *extracting* an answer to the question from retrieved documents via automated, neural network-based methods \[[@CR20]\]. We also use an *answerability classifier* to decide whether a question is answerable given information from the document pool. Second, we analyze the content and timing of student posts and develop classifiers based on multi-class and ordinal classification to predict the timing of follow-up posts in a discussion thread. These classifiers can be used to identify threads where student questions are not likely to be resolved in time and thus require immediate intervention. We evaluate our system using a Piazza dataset collected from an introductory physics course. Quantitatively, we compare our system to both humans and IBM Watson on question answering performance. Qualitatively, we use several examples to illustrate where the model excels and where it falls short and discuss future advances needed for virtual TAs to become a reality.

Connections to Existing Work {#Sec3}
----------------------------

Existing work on developing automated virtual TAs in course discussion forums is limited; the most relevant work is Jill Watson \[[@CR9]\]. It requires a list of common question-answer pairs in a course; for every incoming question, it searches over all questions in the list and finds the most similar one, before deploying the corresponding answer if the similarity passes a certain threshold. The question-answer list can either be hand-crafted by teachers and TAs, which requires significant human effort, or come from discussion forum data collected in previous offerings of the same course, which is not applicable when the course is offered for the first time. On the contrary, our approach automatically retrieves relevant information from course materials and does not require human effort or prior data.

Another relevant recent work is the Curio SmartChat system \[[@CR21]\] for question answering in self-paced middle school science courses. For an incoming student question, Curio Smartchat searches the content repository and either i) answers directly when the question is well-understood and can be matched to a question in the question-answer list, ii) recommends relevant content to the student if the question is not well-understood, or iii) responds with "small-talk" when there is no relevant content. Similarly, the Discussion-Bot system \[[@CR11]\] retrieves relevant course documents and prior discussion posts for each discussion forum question and presents them to students after a series of rules-based post-processing steps. Despite similarities in document retrieval methods, our approach employs the additional step of automatic question answering using the retrieved documents to provide concise answers to student questions.

Most open-domain question answering systems, starting with DrQA \[[@CR19]\], use document retrieval and answer extraction/ranking in a two-step approach. Term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) is an efficient way to retrieve documents based on their word overlap with a query, considering frequency in the document and the entire corpus. DrQA uses a tf-idf \[[@CR22]\] look-up to retrieve documents and a recurrent neural network to extract answers from the retrieved documents. The work in \[[@CR23]\] uses a ranking module that is jointly trained with the answer extraction module using reinforcement learning. The work in \[[@CR24]\] explores how to better extract relevant information from documents before extracting an answer from retrieved information. The work in \[[@CR25]\] links the document retriever with the question answering module by iteratively retrieving documents and updating the query accordingly. These systems are trained and evaluated on standard question answering datasets with highly structured text. In contrast, our goal is to explore their effectiveness on questions asked by students in online course discussion forums, which are often ill-posed or poorly written \[[@CR21]\].

For the study of post timing in online (not necessarily course) discussion forums, relevant existing works include \[[@CR26]\] which predicts which posts are helpful to answering a question post, \[[@CR27]\] which predicts whether the user asking a question will accept an answer post, and \[[@CR28]\] which predicts the timing of posts using point processes parameterized by neural networks. Instead, we use multi-class and ordinal classification for timing prediction since our dataset is not large enough for point process-based methods.

Methodology {#Sec4}
===========

We now detail our logistical question answering system. Code implementing these methods will be made available at <https://github.com/bzylich/qa-for-ta>.

Question Answering Framework {#Sec5}
----------------------------

Our question answering framework builds on DrQA \[[@CR19]\]. First, for each question, we retrieve a set of relevant documents using a document retriever. Then, we extract and rank short answers from each document using automated question answering methods. Finally, we add an answerability classifier to determine the probability that we are able to provide a satisfactory answer to the question.

Before retrieving documents, we split each document into paragraphs and merge short paragraphs together if they do not exceed 220 characters in total. Documents are then retrieved by calculating the inner product between the tf-idf \[[@CR22], [@CR29]\] vector for a question and the tf-idf vectors for each document. We select the 5 documents with the highest scores as relevant sources of information for question answering. We compare variants of this retrieval approach in Sect. [3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}.

Following common question answering methods, we encode the text from a retrieved document and the question into a low-dimensional representation using a recurrent neural network (RNN) trained on the SQuAD \[[@CR20]\] question answering dataset[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}. Then, we use another RNN to decode the start and end indices corresponding to the span of text in the retrieved document that best answers the question[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}. In this manner, we produce 5 candidate answers, one from each document, and rank them using their tf-idf document retrieval scores.

The document pool contains documents published by the instructor, TAs, and even other students that contain information about the course. These documents include the course syllabus, announcement emails from instructors, class notes, practice problems, the course textbook, and previous student posts on discussion forums. However, some student questions may not be answerable given the current document pool at a point in time. For example, students may ask about the time and location of the final exam during the first week of the semester when final exams are not yet set by the university. Therefore, we need an answerability classifier that can determine the probability that a question is answerable given a document in the available document pool. To train this classifier, we use the *bert-base-uncased* variant of BERT \[[@CR32]\]. BERT is a state-of-the-art pre-trained neural language model that has been used to improve performance on a variety of downstream natural language processing tasks. We fine-tune BERT using adapters \[[@CR33]\] with size 256 on the SQuAD 2.0 dataset \[[@CR34]\] and the Natural Questions dataset \[[@CR35]\] that contain human-generated answerability labels for question-document pairs. We then apply this trained classifier to filter out retrieved documents that are similar to the question but cannot be used to answer it. Specifically, we pass each question and each retrieved document separately to the answerability classifier; If the answerability classifier indicates that the question is answerable given the document with high probability, we keep that document; otherwise, it is discarded. This answerability classifier helps us to i) only answer a question when we are confident in providing a satisfactory answer and ii) improve the quality of the document retriever.

Post Timing Prediction {#Sec6}
----------------------

Automated question answering systems can potentially answer many questions immediately after they are posted, which will be effective in reducing human effort for straightforward logistical questions. However, for knowledge-related questions, there exists a clear connection between balanced collaboration in problem solving and effective student learning \[[@CR1]\]. If the system always answers questions immediately, it will stifle useful discussion between students that promotes peer learning. Thus, there is a need for the system to decide when to automatically answer a question by predicting the length of time until the next post in a thread.

Given the sequential nature of discussion threads, we employ an RNN to predict the time until the next post of a particular thread, where each discrete time step of the network corresponds to a post. At each time step, our input to the RNN is a vector concatenating the following information: the textual embedding of the current post (generated using BERT), the time between the previous and current post, and a one-hot encoded representation of the Piazza post type. For the output at each time step, it is difficult to formulate time prediction as a regression problem since time between posts ranges from seconds to days or even infinity for the end-of-thread (EOT) post. Therefore, we formulate it as a *k*-class classification problem where the first $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experiments {#Sec7}
===========

Dataset {#Sec8}
-------

Our dataset, which we dub PhysicsForum, consists of 2004 posts in 663 threads in the online discussion forum of an introductory physics course. 802 of these posts are questions asked by students (640 primary questions and 162 follow-up questions). We manually divide these questions into different types: 140 conceptual (regarding a specific concept), 250 reasoning (apply concepts to specific problems), 172 logistics (pertain to class structure, not content), 18 factual (content related, with definitive answer), 213 not answerable (needs human intervention, eg., grading related), and 9 off-topic (unrelated to course content/structure). We focus on logistics questions and content-related factual questions since automated question answering methods are mainly developed for factual questions. In addition to the discussion forum data, there are 288 course material documents including the syllabus, assignments, notes, announcement emails from the instructor, exams, and sections of the electronic course textbook.

Question Answering {#Sec9}
------------------

*Experimental Setup.* To more easily judge for correctness, we use the 172 logistical questions from the PhysicsForum dataset where students ask about assignment due dates, exam locations, grading policy, etc. Since our goal is to test document retrieval and question answering performance, we retrieve documents from the entire pool of course documents and discussion forum posts, regardless of the availability at the time a question was posted. We include several variants of our proposed question answering system in an ablation study. First, we compare retrieving documents via an inner product of tf-idf vectors (our system) versus cosine similarity \[[@CR29]\], i.e., normalizing the inner product by dividing by document length (+N). Second, we compare splitting documents into paragraphs before document retrieval (our system) versus not splitting (−P).

*Evaluation Metric and Baselines.* We use human judgment to evaluate the performance of all systems[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}; for document retrieval, we label a document according to whether or not it contains information that could be used to answer the question, and for answer extraction, we label an answer span according to whether or not it is a satisfactory answer to the question. Sometimes, a satisfactory answer is not ranked first; this situation occurs when a question has some ambiguity, which makes the answer extraction model favor generic, indirect answers. Since our system produces a list of 5 answers with their rankings, we use Top-*k* accuracy to characterize the percentage of questions where at least one satisfactory answer is included in the top-*k* ranked answers, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We compare our question answering system against several baselines. The first baseline is the actual performance of course staff and other students (Human) in our dataset. We note that most questions elicit between 1--3 answers from students or course staff, causing Top-1 accuracy to differ slightly from Top-3 and Top-5 accuracies. The second baseline is the IBM Watson Assistant (Watson), which is given the 15 most commonly asked logistical questions in our dataset and the corresponding answers. We expect this baseline to be a near-optimal version of Jill Watson \[[@CR9]\] because it knows a-priori the exact questions asked by the students. The Top-3 and Top-5 metrics do not apply to Watson because Watson does not provide a ranked list of answers; Instead, Watson randomly deploys one response from a pool of possible responses to a given question. The third baseline is the unaltered version of DrQA \[[@CR19]\].Table 1.Document retrieval performance for all question answering systems.SystemHumanWatsonDrQAOurs-P+NOurs+NOursTop-1 %$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Results and Discussion.* Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the performance of document retrieval for all systems on the PhysicsForum dataset. Here, we only consider whether the retrieved paragraph contains information that could answer the question. For the Human and Watson baselines which do not answer every question, unanswered questions are treated as incorrect to ensure that recall is the same for all systems (since our system has $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$100\%$$\end{document}$ recall). We see that despite generally not reaching human-level performance, especially with the top-ranked answer, our system is the best-performing automated question answering method. Moreover, our system can automatically provide a satisfactory answer within its top-5 ranked answers for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$86\%$$\end{document}$ of the questions. We also see that our system slightly outperforms its variants and significantly outperforms the original DrQA system that does not split documents into paragraphs in the document retrieval step. Even without this split, Ours-P+N still outperforms DrQA using the normalized cosine similarity values to rank documents instead of using inner products. These results suggest that splitting documents into paragraphs before the document retrieval process eliminates the need of normalization for the inner products between tf-idf vectors. The likely reason is that course content documents such as the syllabus and textbook sections are very long; splitting them into smaller paragraphs enables more past discussion forum posts to be selected. These threads can be highly relevant despite being relatively short.

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows the answer extraction performance for all systems on the PhysicsForum dataset. We see that the performance on answer extraction is significantly worse than document retrieval, which means that the short span of text extracted from the document often fails to capture key information. This observation is not surprising since current answer extraction methods are designed for well-structured documents and questions with simple answers, while questions asked by real students often require complex answers using information from different pieces of the document. Therefore, if our system is to be deployed in real online course discussion forums, it is necessary to provide the entire retrieved document in addition to the short answer in case the answer itself is not satisfactory but its context still contains relevant information.Fig. 1.Our system can use the answerability classifier to be selective in the questions it answers to improve precision at the expense of recall.

To improve the precision of our question answering system (at the expense of recall), we can use our answerability classifier's confidence value output to select questions to answer. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the precision-recall curves with varying confidence threshold values for our system. The Human and Watson baselines are represented as points on the plot because neither supports multiple thresholding values. The precision shown for these baselines is higher than that in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} since we are now using their actual recall values. We see that despite not reaching human-level performance, our system is capable of achieving $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$80\%$$\end{document}$ recall. Moreover, our system slightly outperforms the IBM Watson-based system that was developed with knowledge of the questions (and corresponding answers) that were actually present in our dataset. This result means that our system can be readily used to enhance existing dialogue-based question answering systems that require non-trivial effort by instructors and TAs. Moreover, our system does not need to be warm-started using discussion forum data from previous offerings of the course; instead, all the instructor has to do is upload materials into the document pool.Fig. 2.Examples of correct (left) and incorrect (right) answers provided by the system. The short answer chosen by the answer extraction model is underlined. Fig. 3.Beyond logistical questions, our system may also be used to answer content-related factual questions.

Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows several example questions and answers both when our system performed well and poorly. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}(a) shows that our system can harness both course content documents and other forum posts to answer student questions. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}(b) shows two cases where our system fails to extract a satisfactory answer. In one case, the text similarity-based document retriever finds a document about exam corrections, but the document does not answer the question of how to determine why the student did not receive full credit on their corrections. In the other case, the document contains relevant information about how students can access materials from a review session; this information is distributed throughout the document. However, existing answer extraction methods can only select a single short span in the text, causing the model to select a span that addresses the related (but different) question of when review sessions are held.

In addition to logistical questions, we also applied our system to the 18 questions we labeled as factual \[[@CR38]\] in the PhysicsForum dataset. On these questions, our document retrieval system had Top-1, Top-3, and Top-5 accuracies of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$88.9\%$$\end{document}$, respectively. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows an example where the system answers correctly. This example and the system's performance suggest that our system may be applicable beyond the limited domain of logistical questions, which we will explore in future work.

Post Timing Prediction {#Sec10}
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*Experimental Setup.* For the next post timing prediction task, we consider all threads in the PhysicsForum dataset. Using RNNs as the base model, we compare several variants of our method, including varying the number of discrete time bins as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k \in \{4,8\}$$\end{document}$, using the two different loss functions, cross entropy (C) and ordinal hinge loss (O), and the addition of two input features (A). These two additional features are derived from the answerability classifier; one is the maximum predicted probability of a satisfactory answer to the main question across all available documents, and the other is the maximum predicted probability of a satisfactory answer across only previous answer posts in the thread. We select bin boundaries such that EOT posts make up their own bin while the remaining posts are evenly placed into the other $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k-1$$\end{document}$ bins. We train the RNN on a subset of 522 randomly sampled threads of the PhysicsForum dataset and evaluate it on the remaining 141 held-out threads. We evaluate the model using the time bin prediction accuracy (ACC) metric, which is simply the portion of correct predictions, and accuracy within one bin (ACC1), which is the portion of predictions that differ from the the actual time bin by at most 1. We repeat our experiments over 10 randomly sampled training and test sets.

*Results and Discussion.* Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the mean performance across all training and test sets for all variations of our model. For reference, a majority-class model (EOT posts) achieves an ACC of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$33.1\%$$\end{document}$. We see that the ordinal loss provides a slight advantage over the cross entropy loss on both metrics under almost all settings. This observation suggests that the ordinal loss function that considers bin ordering by penalizing predictions farther from their actual bin more heavily is more effective than the cross entropy loss that does not consider bin ordering. We also see that the use of the answerability classifier improves the timing prediction performance but only marginally. This observation suggests that knowing whether the question in a discussion forum thread is answerable or whether it has already been answered can benefit next post timing prediction. However, this benefit is limited by the performance of the answerability classifier, which is not as accurate on the PhysicsForum dataset as it is on the standard SQuAD and Natural Questions datasets since real student questions are often ill-posed or poorly written. Nevertheless, the next post timing predictor can help virtual TAs to predict whether a student question is likely going to be answered by other students soon and decide whether to answer it immediately.Table 3.Comparison between variants of the RNN using the cross entropy loss (C), ordinal loss (O), and the answerability classifier features (A) for predicting the discrete time bin of the time until next post.System$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions and Future Work {#Sec11}
===========================

In this paper, we have developed an automated system for logistical question answering in online course discussion forums and discussed how it can help the development of virtual teaching assistants. In addition to analyzing students' interactions with our system in a live course setting, avenues of future work include i) exploring what type of course content-based questions can be answered, ii) improving our system by fine-tuning neural language models on course content to adapt to student-generated text, and iii) developing methods that can automatically identify misconceptions in student posts.

SQuAD consists of Wikipedia articles and crowdsourced questions with answers.

We extract a span of text from the document rather than generating an open-ended answer since tools for the latter are still unreliable \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\].

To gauge the subjectivity of our metric, we randomly sampled 50 question-answer pairs (across questions, answer ranks, and systems) and found moderate agreement between 2 independent labelers ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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